batch. Papaya alone did soften the meat, but
the amount required was about one cup papaya
per pound of meat. When the cup of lemon juice
was added to the papaya, the tenderizing effect
was the greatest; the color of the meat was
bright and rosy when cooked and the meat was
very soft.
I also experimented to find the ideal length
of time for marinating. Meat that was marinated for 3 hours, 6 hours, and 12 hours, respectively, in the papaya-lemon juice mixture
showed little improvement over the unmarinated control. Meat marinated 24 hours was
noticeably softer, but was already starting to
become mushy on the outside. At 48 hours, the
meat was soft and unappealing.
But How Does it Taste?
At this point in my experimentation, however,
I ran up against a rather subjective but critical
criterion — taste. To be honest, in many cases
“tenderized meat” translated as “mushy meat”
and, in order for the papaya-lemon juice mixture to be effective, it had to be used in such
quantity that its taste was overwhelming and
unpleasant. This may not make much difference
in the laboratory, but in the kitchen it is all-important.
In an attempt to remedy this problem, I threw
several batches on the grill, since grilled foods
usually taste better than foods broiled in home
ovens. Although charring the outside does mask
some of the marinade flavor (and some marinade actually burns off), grilling does not noticeably affect the texture. Once meat is softened by a highly acidic papaya marinade,
cooking can do little to firm it up.
I also repeated the tests with thicker pieces of
meat and found the effects were negligible and
definitely not worth the effort. I therefore concluded that cuts with a relatively large surface
area as compared to total volume are the best
candidates for tenderizing, while roasts and
other thick cuts are the worst. For instance, a
butterflied leg of lamb will absorb more marinade than a bone-in leg, as the former has much
more surface area.
What I found, then, is that if you want tender meat, marinating is not the answer. In fact,
when it comes to tenderizing red meat, it seems
that history has mistermed the process; acidic
marinades do soften tough cuts, but they are
unable to give a lean or sinewy piece of beef a
more tender texture. If you want tender meat,
you should either buy naturally tender cuts
(those with some marbling of fat or from parts
of the animal that are barely exercised, like the
tenderloin) or, if you buy tough cuts, braise or
stew them, since prolonged exposure to moist
heat softens connective tissue and makes tough
cuts fall apart.
Marinating for Flavor
The news is not all bad when it comes to marinades, though. While their ability to tenderize
meat is marginal at best, there is no question

that they add flavor — if you soak food in them
long enough.
Without the high acid content designed to
tenderize, marinades seep slowly into foods
through osmosis. The length of time you leave
the food in the marinade is critical. To understand the effect of time, I marinated beef cubes,
various chicken parts, a mild flaky fish (flounder), a strong steakfish (tuna), and vegetables
(an absorbent type, zucchini, and one with a
thick skin, bell peppers) for various periods. In
all cases, I kept the acid content to a minimum
to prevent softening. (Acid can be eliminated
entirely, but I prefer some lemon or vinegar to
balance flavors.)
I first experimented with beef, and found that
marinating in olive oil, balsamic vinegar, garlic,
and herbs for anywhere from 3 to 12 hours
makes only a slight difference in internal flavor.
After 24 hours, though, the flavors of the marinade had penetrated into the center of two-inch
cubes for shish kabob. After that, more time
did not translate into more flavor.
The effect of the marinade on chicken varied
quite dramatically according to whether I left
the skin on. With skin on, in 3 hours the flavors
on the skin were quite intense and there was
even a mild lemony undertone in the meat. At 6
and 12 hours, there was little change. After 24
hours in the marinade, though, there was a noticeable difference; the meat was now redolent
with lemon, garlic, and rosemary. After 48
hours, the meat had turned opaque and was actually starting to fall off the bone before cooking. Despite this dramatic change little flavor
was added by the extra day. For optimum flavor and texture, 24 hours is by far the best, un-

less you like chicken seviche.
Skinless, boneless chicken breasts yielded
very different results. After 1 hour, the chicken
picked up little flavor, but pieces marinated for
3 hours were pleasantly lemony and juicy.
Because there is no skin to protect the flesh,
boneless breasts should not be marinated in
acidic solutions for more than 3 hours; long marinating “cooks” exposed meat and dries it out.
Similarly, because acids begin to “cook” fish
in a matter of minutes, I recommend very lowacid marinades for seafood, so that flavor absorption, not fear of making seviche, determines the length of time the fish is marinated. A
quick bath in a marinade with less than one tablespoon of acid per pound of fish is fine.
Generally, you should marinate delicate white
fish like flounder for 15 minutes; stronger fish
like tuna can withstand 30 minutes but not
much more.
Absorbent vegetables such as zucchini, eggplant, and mushrooms act like sponges and soak
up flavor over the course of 1 or 2 hours.
Vegetables with a more pronounced flavor, such
as bell peppers, begin to lose their characteristic
taste after just 15 minutes; the marinade seemed
to sit on the skin, making the peppers bitter and
harsh. In general, be careful not to mask the natural sweetness in vegetables when choosing a
marinade.
The master marinade recipes contain enough
acid to provide good flavor ( I find all-oil marinades heavy and dull) but not enough to cause
tenderizing. Zipper-lock plastic bags are great
for holding liquids and solids; shake several
times during marinating to redistribute the contents. One final precaution: make sure to boil

Guide to Marinating for Flavor

T

his chart provides a general guide to amounts of marinade and marination time when using the low-acid Master Marinades, designed to provide flavor rather than to tenderize.

Product

Amount of Marinade

Optimum
Marinating Time

Beef

1

⁄ 4 cup per pound of beef

24 hours

Chicken, skin on

1

⁄ 4 cup per pound of chicken

24 hours

Chicken, skinless

1

⁄ 4 cup per pound of chicken

3 hours

Delicate white fish
(e.g., flounder)

2 tablespoons per pound of fish

15 minutes

Strong-textured fish
(e.g., tuna)

2 tablespoons per pound of fish

30 minutes

Absorbent vegetables
(e.g., zucchini)

3 tablespoons per pound of
vegetables

1 hour

Thick-skinned vegetables
(e.g., bell pepper)

2 tablespoons per pound of
vegetables

15 minutes
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